Introduction {#s1}
============

The efficiency of visual search depends on the relative strength of feature properties between target and distracters. For instance, motion is a dominant feature in visual search as a moving target among stationary distracters is detected more rapidly and more efficiently (i.e., a flatter function of reaction time vs. display set-size) than a stationary target among moving distractors (Royden et al., [@B30]). This asymmetry is attributed to a strong perceptual saliency of visual motion signals (Theeuwes, [@B36], [@B37]; Rosenholtz, [@B29]; Wolfe, [@B43]) and an ability of motion signals to immediately capture observer attention (Hillstrom and Yantis, [@B20]; Abrams and Christ, [@B1]).

In many studies on visual search, motion is defined in a retinal coordinate system as a positional change over time on the retinal surface. However, other motion coordinate systems are possible and relevant to visual inference and human vision including relative motion (the motion of an object relative to other objects or a background scene) and spatiotopic motion (the motion of an object relative to the observer\'s body or head). Motion signals from these three coordinate systems---retinal, relative, and spatiotopic---are involved in everyday motion perception, but their respective perceptual contribution can only be teased apart through careful experimental manipulation. For example, if an observer is asked to fixate on a static point in space as an object moves through that space, then the object moves in all three coordinate systems. However, if an observer is asked to fixate on a moving object and tracks it using smooth pursuit, then the object remains stationary on the observer\'s retina but moves with respect both to background objects and to the observer\'s body. The neural representation of retinal motion signals originates primarily from retinal input, but the representation of non-retinal motions signals are generated by the comparison and integration of retinal inputs or with sensorimotor signals (Wurtz, [@B44]).

Abundant evidence shows that the visual system possesses neural mechanisms tuned to motions in non-retinal coordinates. Psychophysical and electrophysiological studies support the existence of neural sensors detecting relative motions (Allman et al., [@B3]; Born and Tootell, [@B7]), and observations from some of the literature\'s classics studies referred to the effects of eye and body movement on motion perception (e.g., Fleischl, [@B18]; Aubert-Fleischl phenomenon, Aubert, [@B4]; Filehne illusion, Filehne, [@B17]). More recently, visual processing in spatiotopic coordinates was investigated by analyzing the motion or pattern perception during smooth pursuit eye movements (Schütz et al., [@B33], [@B32]; Terao and Murakami, [@B35]). Electrophysiological studies have also found cells that specifically respond to spatiotopic motions in cortical areas such as V3A (Galletti et al., [@B19]), MST (Erickson and Thier, [@B16]; Chukoskie and Movshon, [@B11]), and 7a (Sakata et al., [@B31]).

Based on the findings mentioned above, it is likely that visual search is enhanced by relative and spatiotopic motions that involve higher-order motion processing as well as retinal motion. To test for this possibility, the present study revisited the search asymmetry of the moving/stationary targets paradigm with the intent of measuring the separate contributions of the retinal, relative, and spatiotopic motion signals to visual search performance.

We devised a simple stimulus (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) that enabled us to examine the respective effects of three types of motion---retinal, relative, and spatiotopic---on visual search. The stimulus consisted of a fixation point (moving or stationary) and several elements, each of which was composed of a spatial grating pattern (moving or stationary) windowed by a Gaussian envelope window (moving or stationary). In target-present trials, one of the grating patterns (the target) moved horizontally while other gratings (the distracters) were kept stationary, or alternatively one of gratings (the target) remained stationary while the others (the distracters) moved horizontally. In target-absent trials, all grating patterns were either stationary or moving in the same direction. While the fixation point, gratings, and windows can move independently of each other in principle, we added a constraint such that fixation and envelopes either all had to remain stationary or all had to move together horizontally depending on specifics on the chosen condition.

![**Schematic of the stimulus display used in the experiment**. Red arrows indicate target grating motion (which can be assigned to distracter gratings depending on experimental condition), white arrows indicate motion of the fixation point, and blue arrows indicate spatial windows motion (see Supplementary Materials). **(A)** Target grating drifts but fixation point and windows remain stationary (stationary fixation/window, SFW condition). This condition produces motion in all three coordinate systems (retinal, relative, and spatiotopic). **(B)** Target grating drifts while the observer tracks a fixation point moving together with the target grating (moving fixation, MF condition). In contrast to **(A)**, the target grating remains stationary on the retina and motion is present only in relative and spatiotopic coordinates. **(C)** The windows move together with the drifting target grating while the fixation point remains stationary (moving window, MW condition). In contrast to **(A)**, the relative motion between the target grating and windows is eliminated and motion is present only in retinal and spatiotopic coordinates. **(D)** Both the fixation point and the windows move together with the drifting grating while the observer tracks fixation (moving fixation/window, MFW condition). Here, motion exists only in the spatiotopic domain.](fpsyg-07-00840-g0001){#F1}

In the first condition (stationary fixation/window, or SFW), the drifting grating produced motion in all coordinate systems (retinal, relative, and spatiotopic) as fixation and windows remained stationary (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In the second condition (moving fixation, or MF), observers tracked a fixation point that moved together with the drifting grating while windows remained stationary (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this condition, the drifting grating remained stationary in retinal coordinate only but drifted both in relative and in spatiotopic coordinates. In the third condition (moving window, or MW), windows moved together with the drifting grating while fixation remained stationary (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this case, the drifting grating remained stationary in relative coordinates but moved in relationship to the retina and with respect to the observer. In the fourth condition (moving fixation/window, or MFW), both fixation and windows moved together with respect to the drifting grating (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Here, the drifting grating remained stationary with respect to the retina and windows but drifted in relationship to the observer. By using these four different stimulus configurations, we were able to dissociate the motion physics of the three coordinate systems and to quantitatively estimate the relative contributions of motion signals from these coordinate systems to the search asymmetry of moving/stationary targets.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Observers
---------

Six naive participants and one of the authors (RN), with corrected-to-normal vision, participated in the experiment. All experiments followed the Declaration of Helsinki guidelines, and all observers provided informed consent.

Apparatus
---------

Images were generated by a personal computer using the Psychophysics toolbox (Brainard, [@B8]; Pelli, [@B27]) and MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc.), and displayed on a gamma-corrected 21-inch CRT (Mitsubishi Diamondtron M2 RDF223G; 800 × 600 pixel) through a video attenuator (Bits++, Cambridge Research Systems Ltd.) with a frame rate of 150 Hz. The pixel resolution of the CRT was 3.0 min/pixel at the viewing distance of 57 cm. The front screen of the CRT together with the frame of display was covered by a neutral-density (ND) film of 23% transmittance so that the background luminance in the screen was 0.012 cd/m^2^ and the frame of display was kept almost completely invisible. Throughout the experiment, movements of both eyes were monitored by means of Viewpoint Eye Tracker (220 Hz; Arrington Research, Inc.).

Stimuli
-------

The search display was composed of vertical grating patterns (spatial frequency of 1.0 cycle/deg) defined by a sinusoidal luminance modulation around the mean of 10.5 cd/m^2^. The luminance of the grating was spatially windowed by a Gaussian window (SD: 0.8°) such that grating edges would smoothly fade out into the low-luminance background (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). A fixation point (0.6° in diameter, 20.1 cd/m^2^) was presented either at the center of the screen if stationary or, if moving, at a location horizontally-shifted from the center by half the distance of the fixation point\'s total displacement. Grating patterns were randomly laid out spatially such as not to overlap with each other with the constraint that patterns remained within 10° of fixation at the halfway point of each trial if the fixation or window moved. Set-size varied from three to nine grating stimuli between trials.

Target and distracter gratings were either stationary or moving and distracters differed from each other only in their respective motions: the target grating drifted at 6°/s while distracter gratings remained stationary, or the target grating remained stationary while distracter gratings drifted at 6°/s. Henceforth, a moving grating will be called a "MOVING grating" since, although it physically moved on the CRT screen, it may have remained stationary with respect to the relative and/or spatiotopic coordinates systems owing to experimental manipulation. Similarly, a grating that remained stationary on the CRT will be called a "STATIONARY grating." The direction of grating motion (either leftward or rightward) and whether either the target or the distracters were assigned to the MOVING condition, were both randomly counterbalanced across trials. The motion of fixation point and spatial windows were yoked such that either fixation and windows all remained stationary or fixation and windows all moved in tandem depending on the experimental condition. When fixation and windows moved, they did so with the same velocity and in the same direction as the MOVING grating.

There were four combinations of the stationary/moving parameters for the fixation point and spatial window. The first combination was the SFW condition (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) where both fixation and the spatial window were stationary and the MOVING grating produced motion in all three coordinate systems: retinal, relative, and spatiotopic. This condition was created to test the classical motion effect on search asymmetry of moving/stationary targets. The second combination was the moving fixation (MF) condition (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) where fixation moved in the same direction and with the same velocity as the MOVING grating. In this condition, the MOVING grating remained stationary in retinal coordinates (due to the observer\'s eyes engaging in smooth-pursuit tracking of the fixation point) produced motion signals in relative and spatiotopic coordinates. The third combination was the moving window (MW) condition (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) where the spatial window moved in the same direction and with the same velocity as the MOVING grating while fixation remained stationary. In this condition, the MOVING grating moved in retinal and spatiotopic coordinates but remained stationary in relative coordinates. The last combination was the MFW condition (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) where both fixation and the spatial window moved and the observer tracked the moving fixation point. In this condition, the MOVING grating produced motion only in the spatiotopic domain because retinal and relative motions were canceled by eye-movement tracking and the motion of the spatial window. The type of motion (retinal, relative, and spatiotopic) involved with both MOVING and STATIONARY gratings are graphically represented in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for each experimental condition.

###### 

**Three types of motion observed for each experimental condition**.

                               **Moving grating**              **Stationary grating**                                                                                                          
  ---------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------- -----
  Stationary fixation/window   ![](fpsyg-07-00840-i0001.jpg)   ![](fpsyg-07-00840-i0001.jpg)   ![](fpsyg-07-00840-i0001.jpg)   ---                             ---                             ---
  Moving fixation              ---                             ![](fpsyg-07-00840-i0001.jpg)   ![](fpsyg-07-00840-i0001.jpg)   ![](fpsyg-07-00840-i0001.jpg)   ---                             ---
  Moving window                ![](fpsyg-07-00840-i0001.jpg)   ---                             ![](fpsyg-07-00840-i0001.jpg)   ---                             ![](fpsyg-07-00840-i0001.jpg)   ---
  Moving fixation/window       ---                             ---                             ![](fpsyg-07-00840-i0001.jpg)   ![](fpsyg-07-00840-i0001.jpg)   ![](fpsyg-07-00840-i0001.jpg)   ---

"R" represents retinal coordinates, "Rel" represents relative coordinates, and "S" represents spatiotopic coordinates. Yellow diamonds denote the presence of the corresponding type of motion involved, respectively, in the MOVING grating and the STATIONARY grating, which was randomly assigned to target/distracter.

Procedure
---------

The experiment was conducted in a dark room, and each condition was tested in separate random-ordered blocks. For each condition, the target was present in half of each block\'s trials and absent in the other half. In each trial, all stimuli remained stationary for 1 s after which time the designated components moved for 3 s. The observer was required to keep a steady gaze on fixation or to track the fixation point as accurately as possible when it moved. To facilitate the tracking of a moving fixation point, fixation disappeared prior to its initial motion and reappeared at a position shifted by 1.2° toward the direction opposite to tracking before the trial continued on (step ramp method, Rashbass, [@B28]). Grating stimuli gradually appeared and disappeared against a dark background according to a Gaussian temporal profile (SD: 300 ms). In each trial, observers were asked to indicate the presence/absence of a target grating as rapidly and accurately as possible by pressing a button. The duration between stimulus onset and the observer\'s judgment was taken as a measure of reaction time.

The accuracy of fixation tracking was verified for every trial by analyzing eye-tracking data. The analysis was done for the period from 0.5 to 2.5 s after stimulus onset until stimulus offset (3 s). The trajectory of the fixation point was first estimated by separately fitting a linear function to each eye\'s positional data. A root mean square error (RMSE) in X-Y position was calculated between the gaze and the estimated fixation point. This error was taken as a measure of the accuracy of fixation and tracking. We discarded trials in which the RMSE exceeded the 99% confidence interval of the average RMSE for a randomly chosen block of trials in the SFW condition for each observer. SD of the average RMSEs for the SFW condition was \<1.2° across observers excepting one outlier observer and the discarding criteria thus only barely varied depending on individuals. As a result, 74% of trials were used for SFW, 76% were used for MF, 68% were used for MW, and 74% were used for MFW condition. A total of 73% (7270/9960) over all trials were used in the subsequent analysis.

Reaction time analysis
----------------------

After discarding all incorrect trials, 88% of target-present trials and 97% of target-absent remained and were used in the following analysis. An exponentially modified Gaussian (EMG) was fit to the cumulative distribution of reaction time by the least square method for each condition and observer. EMG is widely known to show a good fitness for analysis of reaction time (Hohle, [@B21]; Burbeck and Luce, [@B9]). EMG is expressed as follows:
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where μ, σ, λ are free parameters that indicate mean, SD, and exponential rate of EMG respectively. RT represents reaction time and Prop~CD~ represents proportion of cumulative distribution. From the function fit to EMG, we selected the time at which the proportion of cumulative distribution reached 0.5 for our representative value of reaction time.

Results {#s3}
=======

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows reaction times averaged across observers in target-present trials. In each graph, circles show reaction time as a function of set-size, and bars show the slopes of search functions as estimated by linear regression. Small and large slope values indicate efficient and inefficient searches respectively. Red circles and bars show results for detecting a MOVING target among STATIONARY distracters while white circles and bars show results for detecting a STATIONARY target among MOVING distracters. The four plots show result for the different combinations of moving/stationary parameters of the fixation point and spatial window or, equivalently, for different combinations of motion signals from retinal, relative, and spatiotopic coordinate systems.

![**Reaction times and slope values in target-present searches**. Each graph corresponds to the results for the four (**A**: SFW, **B**: MF, **C**: MW, **D**: MFW) conditions averaged across seven observers. Representative response times in the target presence/absence task (and a linear interpolation) are plotted as a function of set-size of grating stimuli. Each bar shows a slope value indicating search efficiency (sec/stimulus). Red and white plots show results for MOVING and STATIONARY targets respectively and include different combinations of motion signals across retinal (R), relative (Rel), and spatiotopic (S) coordinate systems. Error bars represent ±1 SE.](fpsyg-07-00840-g0002){#F2}

Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows results for the SFW condition. The reaction time for the MOVING target is noticeably shorter than for the STATIONARY target \[ANOVA: *F*~(1,\ 6)~ = 11.25, *p* = 0.002\], and this outcome is consistent with the classical moving/stationary target asymmetry found in visual search tasks (Royden et al., [@B30]).

Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows results for the moving fixation (MF) condition wherein observers tracked a fixation point that moved along with the MOVING grating. As a consequence of visual tracking, the retinal motion present in the stationary fixation condition is eliminated, and the grating that remained stationary with respect to the window in the stationary fixation condition produces retinal motion. Thus, if the search asymmetry of moving/stationary targets is determined by retinal motion, the asymmetry should be reversed with respect to the SFW condition, and the reaction time to the STATIONARY target shown by the white circles should be shorter than the reaction time to the MOVING target shown by the red circles. Interestingly, however, the results indicate that this does not happen. Instead, the MOVING target was detected more rapidly than the STATIONARY target \[ANOVA: *F*~(1,\ 6)~ = 9.05, *p* = 0.004\]. These results clearly demonstrate that the search asymmetry of moving/stationary targets cannot be determined exclusively by retinal motion.

Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows results for the moving window (MW) condition wherein the window moved along with the MOVING grating while observers fixated on a stationary point. In this condition, by virtue of moving windows, the relative motion of the originally moving (MOVING) grating is eliminated, and relative motion is generated for the STATIONARY grating. Importantly, however, the retinal and spatiotopic motions in this condition are identical to those in the SFW condition. Therefore, if retinal motion determines the search asymmetry, results should be the same as (or at least similar to) those obtained in the SFW condition. However, the STATIONARY target was detected more rapidly than the MOVING target \[ANOVA: *F*~(1,\ 6)~ = 14.85, *p* = 0.0004\]. This, again, shows that search asymmetry does not depend on retinal motion alone.

Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows results for the MFW condition wherein the fixation point and the window moved along with the MOVING grating and observers tracked fixation. In this condition, retinal and relative motions are eliminated by visual tracking and the only motion signal generated by the originally moving (MOVING) grating is spatiotopic in nature. By comparison, as a result of fixation tracking, the originally STATIONARY grating generates retinal and relative motions signals but eliminates spatiotopic motion. Here, the STATIONARY target was detected faster than the MOVING target \[ANOVA: *F*~(1,\ 6)~ = 13.14, *p* = 0.0007\]. Across all conditions, reaction times tended to be shorter for stimuli that included relative motion signals.

In order to quantify the effect of motion on search efficiency, we calculated the search slope for each of the MOVING and STATIONARY targets. For the SFW condition (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), the slope value of the MOVING target shown by the red bar was lower than that of the STATIONARY target shown by the white bar (*t*-test: *p* = 0.01). The results indicate, as has been widely acknowledged (Verghese and Pelli, [@B42]; Royden et al., [@B30]), that a moving stimulus is detected more efficiently than a stationary stimulus. As for the MF condition (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), slope values were not significantly different between the MOVING target that remained stationary on the retina by tracking and the STATIONARY target with retinal motion (*t*-test: *p* = 0.27). The results could be interpreted that search efficiency is not enhanced by retinal motion alone. For the MW condition (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), slope values for MOVING targets are significantly higher than for STATIONARY targets (*t*-test: *p* = 0.02). While STATIONARY targets only produced relative motion with respect to the window that moved along with the MOVING target, MOVING targets had both retinal and spatiotopic motions. Results show that the asymmetry of search efficiency is determined not by retinal or spatiotopic motion but rather in large part by relative motion. In the MFW condition (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), retinal and relative motions are generated for the originally stationary (STATIONARY) target. In this condition, slope values for STATIONARY targets are lower than for spatiotopically moving (MOVING) targets (*t*-test: *p* = 0.04). These data strongly suggest that the higher search efficiency for moving targets, when compared to search efficiency for stationary targets, is driven by relative motion signals. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the reaction time averaged across observers in the target-absent trials and reveals a similar moving-vs.-stationary target search asymmetry for reaction times and slope values.

![**Reaction times and slopes in target-absent searches for each (A: SFW, B: MF, C: MW, D: MFW) condition**. See explanation in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.](fpsyg-07-00840-g0003){#F3}

The relative contribution of motion signals from different coordinate systems
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this section, we seek to quantify the relative contribution of motion signals from three important coordinate systems (retinal, relative, and spatiotopic) by using a weighted linear summation model analogous to models used for investigating the effect of different cues for depth perception (Clark and Yuille, [@B12]; Johnston et al., [@B22]; Landy et al., [@B23]). It is generally known that search efficiency is diminished if target and distracter are similar but enhanced if distracters are similar to each other (Duncan and Humphreys, [@B14]; Nothdurft, [@B26]; Rosenholtz, [@B29]).

Our model is based on the assumption that motions from different coordinate systems are represented separately by their weighted velocities and that search efficiency is determined by weighted-velocity summation. Accordingly, slope value would be inversely proportional to the distance between target and distracter in three-dimensional velocity space of retinal, relative, and spatiotopic coordinates but proportional to the variance of these velocities in distracter:
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where *R*~*T*~, Re*l*~*T*~, *S*~*T*~ are binary variables that indicate the presence (1) or absence (0) of motion in a given coordinate system (retinal, relative, or spatiotopic) for the target, and similarly, *R*~*D*~, Re*l*~*D*~, *S*~*D*~ represent the presence/absence of motion for distracters. *W*~*R*~, *W*~*Rel*~, and *W*~*S*~ are free parameters that specify the weight of each motion coordinate system, and we estimated these weights by optimizing the model\'s fit between model prediction and actual data for each observer.

In Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, bars replot the observed slope values and yellow circles represent slope values estimated by the model in target-present trials. The correlation coefficient was found to be 85% between them. Estimated weights are (*W*~R~, *W*~Rel~, *W*~S~) = (0.01, 0.12, 0.05; s.e.m. = 0.01, 0.02, 0.02 across observers). The pieplot in Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the relative weights for motions defined by retinal (R), relative (Re*l*), and spatiotopic (S) coordinates. These weights mean that relative motion significantly enhances the search efficiency (*t*-test, *p* = 0.001) and that spatiotopic motion makes a more modest contribution (*t*-test, *p* = 0.07). However, retinal motion contributes little overall (*t*-test, *p* = 0.20). These results quantitatively indicate that visual search for moving/stationary targets does not involve retinal motion but instead depends largely on relative-motion signals, and to a lesser degree on spatiotopic motion signals, in target stimuli.

![**(A)** Each bar shows the slope value of the MOVING/STATIONARY target for four different motion conditions in target-present trials. Yellow circles represent the average of the slope value as estimated by the weighted-sum model. Error bars represent ±1 SE across observers. **(B)** Pieplot shows the relative weights of retinal (R), relative (Rel), and spatiotopic (S) motions as estimated by the weighted-sum model.](fpsyg-07-00840-g0004){#F4}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The present study examined how types of motion signals defined in different coordinate systems---retinal, relative, and spatiotopic---generate the search asymmetry effect found for moving/stationary targets. Data indicate that the asymmetry is not explained by retinal motion signals but is instead driven largely by relative motion signals which, in turn, determine the direction of the search asymmetry. This finding holds true for measured reaction time and search efficiency both for target-present and target-absent trials. The quantitative analyses we have performed also reveal that, over and above the unique contribution of relative motion signals, spatiotopic motion signals contribute substantially to the efficient search for moving targets but that retinal motion hardly factors in at all. These results show that, perhaps unintuitively, the saliency of visual motion in visual search predominantly depends on extra-retinal information.

It is widely known that moving stimuli pop out among stationary stimuli and, in this case, the slope of the search function approaches zero (Treisman and Gelade, [@B40]; Treisman, [@B39]). In the present study, however, slope values were larger than zero for all the conditions tested. These slope values indicate that the detection task depended at least partly on a serial search process commonly believed to require focal attention (Dick et al., [@B13]). We found the shallowest slope value to be in the MW condition wherein targets only produced relative motion, and serial search (i.e., the steepest slope) was most likely involved in the SFW condition in which moving targets contain all types of motions (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Observers may have been attending preferentially to the relative motion component, but the coexistence of retinal or spatiotopic motion with relative motion might have interfered with an efficient search process. As a whole, our study suggests that attentional processes mediate the detection of targets defined by non-retinal motions. This is also consistent with previous studies indicating that, in a cued search, observer\'s attention could be guided by object-centered positions rather than a classical retinotopic map (Boi et al., [@B5], [@B6]; Theeuwes et al., [@B38]).

In a study on smooth pursuit eye movements, Morvan and Wexler ([@B24]) reported higher detection rates for a target moving more rapidly than distracters than for a target moving more slowly than distracters but that dependency of this effect on retinal or physical speed had changed critically by stimulus duration: the effect depended on the retinal speed if stimulus presentation was shorter than 130 ms, but the asymmetry reversed itself in accordance with the physical speed if stimuli were presented for longer than 150 ms. One might expect that neural computations involved in calculating spatiotopic motion take place higher up the visual-processing hierarchy than those responsible for retinal and relative motion signals (Wurtz, [@B44]) and that, in such cases, one would expect the contribution of spatiotopic motion to the search asymmetry to take longer presentation times to manifest itself. To examine this possibility, we calculated the correlation between reaction time and contribution of motions in different coordinates across observers for the present results. The correlation coefficient was found to be -0.47 in retinal, 0.09 in relative, 0.42 in spatiotopic coordinates. These correlation values imply that the contribution of retinal motion is smaller for observers who respond more slowly and that the contribution of spatiotopic motion is larger for these same observers. This finding is in keeping with the notion that the spatiotopic coordinate system requires higher-level (and therefore slower) processing to integrate retinal inputs and sensorimotor signals from the eyes and/or body. It is otherwise difficult to directly compare the present results with those of Morvan and Wexler ([@B24]) since stimuli (gratings and dots respectively) and the type of search task (reaction time and detection rate respectively) differed significantly between the two studies. In addition, the effects of spatiotopic motion described in Morvan and Wexler ([@B24]) could be accounted for by relative motion with respect to the visible frame of the display in their study. Recall from our methods (see Section Procedure) that we ensured the frame of our display remained nearly invisible in order to keep the contribution of extraneous relative motion cues (e.g., autokinetic sensation, Adams, [@B2]; induced motion, Duncker, [@B15]) to a strict minimum.

The present findings could also be interpreted as indicating that the saliency of moving stimuli is produced by means of a mechanism that processes non-retinal motions. Several studies discussed the relation between the spatiotemporal property of this saliency and non-retinal coordinates. In binocular rivalry, for instance, van Boxtel et al. ([@B41]) demonstrated that the visibility of a pattern was affected if it was presented at the same spatiotopic position as its prior adaptation across the observer\'s eye movement. Recently, we also explored the motion dominance in binocular rivalry using a similar manipulation to the present study (Nakayama et al., [@B25]). That particular study showed that the contribution of relative motion increases but that of retinal motion decreases as the luminance contrast is increased, and that spatiotopic motion makes a significant but constant contribution. It is plausible that, in the present study, the neural representation of the stimulus window signaled by luminance modulation was distinct and facilitated relative-motion processing in manner similar to the contrast effects observed in Nakayama et al. ([@B25]) and other psychophysical studies (Zhang et al., [@B45]; Tadin et al., [@B34]). Although it is difficult to identify and directly compare factors contributing to distinct visual processes, results from our visual search and binocular rivalry studies point to the idea that attentional selection and/or perceptual consciousness of visual stimuli is involved in the higher-order processing in non-retinal coordinates.

In the present study, observers could potentially have detected the presence/absence of relative motion between target and distracter. This relative motion cannot be separated from the search task since the target itself was defined by difference of moving/stationary parameter. Note, however, that this relative motion component was included throughout all experimental conditions in exactly the same way and therefore cannot be invoked as an explanation for the search asymmetry reported herein. Further, a possibility that the present results depended on temporal frequency is strictly limited as a search for flickering targets defined only by difference of temporal frequency has been known to be symmetric (Cass et al., [@B10]). It is therefore more likely that the enhancements measured in reaction time and search efficiency arose from experimental manipulations that directly controlled the respective strength of motion signals from retina, relative, and spatiotopic coordinate systems.
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